
Hello! 

You are reading my camp bio. Thanks for your curiosity. M’name’s Greg and I love camping.  

This is my face: 

 

I am from here: 

 

Atlanta, Georgia, United States of America, Earth. 

It’s a city in the middle of a forest! 



 

This is what it looks like if you drive north for an hour. 

 

 

That’s me, your VL--looking at nature, eating trail mix, contemplating the salamanders that are clinging 

to the rocks as torrents of water wash over them.  



This summer I want to explore the exciting possibilities within and without me. This camp is equipped to 

train us to become: dreamers, explorers, warriors, adventurers, artisans, peacekeepers, ninjas, pirates, 

spies, farmers, charmers, alarmers, and the subject of our innermost dreams!  

Some Things 

-I almost always wake up with a song in my head; I will sing it at or to anyone nearby 

-Some of my favorite authors are: Bill Bryson, Kurt Vonnegut, Tom Robbins, Ray Bradbury, Sir Arthur 

Connan Doyle, Alan Moore, George Orwell, Douglas Adams, H. G. Wells, Herman Hesse, Robert Pirsig, 

and Neil Gaiman 

-Wolves are close to my heart 

-I find peace, connection, and excitement in music. Please share your music tastes with me! I am trying 

to expand my musical horizons 

Some Biographical Things 

I graduated from the University of Georgia in 2012 with a B.S. in physics and a desire to teach science. 

For a year or two I bounced around Atlanta giving swim lessons, chess lessons, tutoring, and substitute 

teaching.  I taught one year of mathematics and Science to eighth graders before attending camp 

augusta for my first summer. My first summer at camp augusta taught me what a loving supportive 

community can be. My first summer at camp augusta allowed me to develop my idea of what education 

can look like and I am excited to apply that knowledge to my first semester teaching at the Oxbow 

School in the coming fall.  

Some Things That Make Me Happy 

-Music, games, dancing, climbing, swimming, running, jumping, laughing, warm hugs, good books, spicy 

food, general adventure. 

Some Photos 



 

 

 

 

 

 


